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heres the thing, whether you know it or not, prince of tennis is a
tournament that involves a whole lot of tennis, so let me break down what
this anime is about. the first season of the anime, its pretty much just
about echizen as he makes his way up through the junior ranks of the
tournament. this has little bit to do with the story of the anime, but the
reason it was made in the first place is to be the basis for the spin-off
series ryoma kenma-kun, which covers the later events of the story. the
anime is pretty much based on the manga itself, so it features characters
that are not in the manga such as kyo and naru. at the time of its release,
there was just one manga that was out, and it was done by the author of
the anime, takeshi konomi. one of the reasons why the anime and manga
were so popular was because of takeshi konomi, he was the one that
came up with the idea of the anime, and he also wrote the manga which
was then followed up by his spin-off series. another reason why it got so
popular was because of how it handled its sports anime, it made the
sports anime genre more of a real thing and not just some thing that was
meant to only be fun, and that is what really makes it so popular.the
anime was directed by takeshi konomi, and it took place in japan, and its
been over 10 years since its release, which is a lot of time. it is the
longest running anime to be in the ova format, and it still brings in the
fans that are still into it. in the early 2000s, the anime ended up being a
bit of a cult classic, and it still got a lot of support today. all in all, it's the
best sports anime, and it can be considered a classic.
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